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Introduction:
• MOSH/ MOAH are suspected to be

carcinogenic
• They are known to migrate through

packaging into food [1,2]
• Experiments are very costly and time-

demanding.

Computational Methods:
• One dimensional, because packaging is

very thin compared to the food
• Packaging composite of several

functional layers
• Fick’ian diffusion [2]
• Adsorbents commercially available
• MOSH/ MOAH mixture of components [1]

Conclusions:
• Model can describe wide variety of 

packaging solutions
• Planned experiments will yield 

parameters
• Temperature effects can be 

considered
• Multi-scale approach will yield 

parameters of food
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Figure 1. Concentration profiles in a one-layer packaging

Figure 2. Amount of migrated substance as a function of 
its molar mass

• Mass transfer to surrounding
• Diffusion coefficients described by

empirical correlations, including
temperature-dependence

• Transport with module Transport of
Diluted Species

• Many components and many different
packaging solutions make building
models manually error prone and very
time consuming, therefore the model is
created using the LiveLink to MATLAB

Results:
• Model can describe migration of any

number of components through any
number of packaging material

• Adsorption layers, mass transfer to the
surrounding and temperature changes
can optionally be included

• Different affinity modelled by partition
coefficient 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑖𝑖 with a very large interface
mass transport coefficient 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≫ 1
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